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3D Instability of Miscible Displacements in a Hele-Shaw Cell
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We study the downward miscible displacement of a fluid by a lighter and less viscous one in the gap
of a Hele-Shaw cell. For sufficiently large velocities, a well-defined interface separates the two fluids.
As long as the velocity or the viscosity ratio are below a critical value, the interface has the shape of
a tongue symmetric across the gap. For viscosity ratios larger than a critical value, estimated at 1.5,
there exists a critical velocity, above which the interface becomes unstable, leading to a new 3D pattern
involving regularly spaced fingers of wavelength about 5 times the cell thickness. We delineate the
stability diagram. [S0031-9007(97)04791-1]

PACS numbers: 47.20.Gv, 47.20.Bp, 83.85.Pt
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A key issue in interface dynamics is the understandi
of pattern selection. Of particular interest is the patte
selection related to the 2D Saffman-Taylor finger (ST
[1], the selection rule of which has raised a great amou
of interest [1–5]. ST dynamics govern a variety o
seemingly different physical phenomena, such as visco
fingering [2], directional solidification [3], or thermal
plume [4]. We recall that the well-studied ST finge
results from the displacement of a viscous fluid b
an immiscible, less viscous one in a Hele-Shaw c
(consisting of two parallel platesL 3 W , separated by
a small gapb). In this immiscible displacement problem
the interface in the gap consists of a nearly hemispheri
meniscus, which completely spans the cell gap at t
edges of the finger [6], provided that the capillary numb
sCa  hqyg, with h the viscosity,g the surface tension,
andq the fluid velocity) is sufficiently small. The patterns
resulting from the balance between capillary and visco
forces are by necessity quasi-2D (namely, in theL 3 W
plane). The removal of surface tension, which mak
the coexistence of the fluids across the gap possib
provides the opportunity to obtain 3D patterns, als
extending across the gap. The existence of such patte
has an interest of its own, as well as in connectio
to the 2D selection rule discussed above. 3D patte
can be achieved using two miscible fluids, provided th
the displacement velocity (i.e., the Peclet number, Pe
qbyDm, whereDm is the molecular diffusion coefficient)
is sufficiently large for diffusion effects to be negligible
[7,8], so that a sharp fluid interface can be defined. So f
only two specific experiments have addressed miscib
displacements in a Hele-Shaw cell: gravity-driven flo
in a rectangular geometry [9] and viscous fingering
a horizontal radial geometry (Paterson [10]). Howev
promising Paterson’s flower pattern might have been,
pioneering work was surprisingly not resumed even f
the simple geometry of a rectangular cell.

This Letter presents experimental results of miscib
displacements in a vertical planar Hele-Shaw cell in th
high Pe regime and emphasizes the role that displacem
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features along the gap have on the overall patte
Depending on the velocity and viscosity ratioM (M 
h1yh2 . 1, where h1 and h2 denote the dynamical
viscosities of initial and injected fluid, respectively), two
new regimes are identified. ForM , Mc (whereMc ø
1.5), or for velocities below a critical whenM . Mc, the
interface shape across the gapL 3 b is tonguelike, but is
invariant in theW direction (namely, this is a stable 2D
regime). However, forM . Mc and a velocity exceeding
a critical value, which depends onM, a 3D fingering
pattern develops (unstable 3D regime) involving finge
regularly spaced along theW direction. Neither the
existence of the specific thresholdMc, nor the fingering
pattern can be obtained from high Ca limit of the 2D
ST fingering [1,11]. We focus on the salient features
the experimental results and on a simplified analysis
estimate the critical velocity.

The vertical Hele-Shaw cell consists of two paralle
plates of lengthL  80 cm and widthW  10 cm, sepa-
rated by a uniform spacer which ensures a gap of thickn
b  1 or 1.92 mm (Fig. 1). We denote the coordinat
axes asx, y, z (with x oriented in the direction of gravity).
We use silicone oils as miscible fluids, which allow us t
cover three decades in the viscosity ratio,M, with a density
contrast ranging from 1% to 10%. The molecular diffusiv
ity Dm, measured for each pair of fluids using the deviatio
of a laser beam [12], ranges from 5 to12.5 3 1027 cm2ys.
These surprisingly low values have also been confirmed
conducting Taylor dispersion [13] measurements in the c
(in the low flow regime where transverse molecular di
fusion and advection by the flow are equally important
mixing the fluids). To obtain an initially flat horizontal in-
terface (in theW 3 b plane), the cell is partially filled from
the bottom with the heavier and more viscous fluid. The
the second fluid is introduced from the top. A stabilizin
density difference yields a flat interface. As this procedu
takes a few minutes to complete, diffusion causes the i
tial interface to extend somewhat (by about 0.1 mm) in t
L direction. Subsequently, the displacing fluid is injecte
at a constant flow rate, which fixes the average veloc
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Left: The 80 cm3 10 cm Hele-Shaw cell. Right:
The average concentration across the gapb sb  1 mmd.

and the Pe number. A blue dye with diffusion coefficien
close to that of the fluids is added to the injected fluid fo
visualization purposes. The average concentration acr
the gap,Csx, y, td 

Rb
0 csx, y, z, td dzyb is measured us-

ing an optical video system. Figure 1 is a sketch of th
cell and of a typical stable concentration profile in the e
periment. The average concentration profileCsx, y, td is
constructed from theL 3 W video picture (Fig. 1, left),
using a calibration method which leads to an overall acc
racy of the order of a few percent.

Experiments, with fluids of different viscosities,h, and
densities,r, were performed at different flow rates,q, suf-
ficiently high to satisfy Pe. 104. In this regime, advec-
tion by the flow is predominant over diffusive mixing and
the interface between the two fluids remains well defin
[7,8]. Then, the main control parameters in the expe
ments are the viscosity ratio,M, and the normalized ve-
locity U  qyUg, where Ug  sr1 2 r2dgb2y12h1 is
the characteristic gravitational velocity. Thus,U ex-
presses the ratio between viscous effects and buoyanc

The experiment shown in Fig. 1sM  5.8, U  0.85d
is typical of the stable 2D regime; the concentratio
profile is invariant along theW direction, and the fluid
interface has a symmetric tonguelike shape in the cro
section L 3 b. As we can only measure the averag
concentration across the gap, an experimental way
ascertain that the fluids do not mix by diffusion is t
interrupt injection. This results in the shrinking of the
concentration profile, and the return, under the action
gravity, to an almost flat interface in theW 3 b plane.
We conclude that the fluids do not mix by diffusion an
that the measured average concentrationC is the relative
amount of the injected fluid 2 in the gap. From th
numerical simulations [7,8], we can further assume th
the injected fluid is confined in the middle of the gap
Therefore, the flow pattern consists of a symmetric 2
tongue developing in the gap of the cell across theb
direction.

When the viscosity ratio and the flow rate excee
certain thresholdsMc and UcsMd, however, an unstable
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3D regime, consisting of fingers regularly spaced alon
the W direction (Fig. 2), is observed. Assuming that
the fluid interface is symmetric across the gap, the 3
shape of the fingers can be obtained from theCsx, yd
measurements. These develop along the primary flo
direction, have a constant quasirectangular cross sectio
and are separated by a tiny layer of invaded fluid. It i
interesting to note that their shape in theL 3 W plane
is reminiscent of 2D directional solidification patterns [3].
Their width along theW direction,l, and their thickness
along the gap,t, were measured for the two cell gapsb
and for viscosity ratiosM varying from 3 to 300. They
were found to be nearly independent ofM and to scale
with b as follows:

l  s5 6 1db and t  s0.5 6 0.1db . (1)

This value of l is found to be comparable to the
lower limit l  4b obtained by Paterson [10] in his
radial experiments. However, his results actually pertai
to the rather disordered pattern obtained atU ¿ Uc,
which consists of less regular fingers, some of whic
predominate and screen the others.

The critical velocity Uc was measured for the two
cell thicknesses using several fluids in order to ge
different types of variations ofDr and h1 with M. It
was found that for Pe. 104, the experimental values
of UcsMd all collapsed into a single curve (Fig. 3), thus
validating the velocity scaling used. This curve exhibits
an interesting behavior at lowerM values. For example,
whereasUcs2.4d  18, it was not possible to reach the
3D regime forM  2.2, even with the attempted velocity
of 125 (arrow in Fig. 3). This suggests the existence of
viscosity ratio threshold, in the vicinity of 2, below which
no 3D fingering occurs. This new result differs from
the immiscible fluids case, where the viscous fingerin
threshold isM  1 [1–3,5].

To interpret the behavior found, an obvious first ap
proach would be to consider the classical linear stabilit
for a Hele-Shaw cell [1], in the absence of surface ten
sion and diffusion. Under these conditions and assumin
that single-phase fluids fill the gap on opposite sides o
the interface, this analysis leads to the critical flow rat

FIG. 2. 3D viscous fingering. The mean wavelength of the
series of fingers is 5 times the gap thicknessb.
5255
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FIG. 3. Stability diagram: reduced velocity versus viscosit
ratio M (log-log scale). Circles and squares correspon
respectively, to the cell thicknessb  1 and 1.92 mm. The
dashed and full curves are theoretical. The arrow correspon
to the lower-bound velocity below which it was not possible t
observe the 3D fingering.

qc 
b2

12
s r12r2dg
sh12h2d . The corresponding normalized critica

velocity is thenUc  MysM 2 1d (Fig. 3, dashed line),
which has a viscosity thresholdMc  1. In the pres-
ence of a film of the displaced fluid left behind, as i
the case in our experiment, a better approach is to use
fective densities and viscosities (averaged across the ga
as considered by Saffman and Taylor [1] in their Appen
dix. Although leading to a higher value ofUc, however,
these calculations still yield the same viscosity thresho
sMc  1d, whatever the values1 2 Cd of the film frac-
tion. It is obvious that the conventional 2D approach ca
not account for the experimentally observed thresholds f
the case of miscible fluids, where the critical viscosity ra
tio found is certainly greater than 1. It appears that
more complex process actually occurs, in which the pr
file along the gap must be considered. To gain an insig
we will consider the features of the 2D base state, name
a tongue advancing symmetrically in the gap.

This 2D interface can be experimentally obtained from
the profileCsxd. Because of the symmetry along the gap
Csxd also represents half the shape of this tongue. T
plots on the left-hand side of Fig. 4 show three typica
profiles Csxd measured forM , Mc (a), M . Mc and
U , Uc (b), andM . Mc andU . Uc (c). Note that in
the latter case, the flow pattern is not invariant along th
W direction (where now a 3D instability develops), an
hereCsxd is measured along the middle of a finger. In a
cases, the concentration profile is found to be self-simil
fCsx, td ; Csxytdg, which implies that each concentration
travels at its own velocityysCd 

≥
≠x
≠t

¥
C

.
However, different features characterize each of th

three cases. In case (a), every point of the profile sprea
in time (the profile is self-spreading) andysCd decreases
monotonically with C. In case (b), there is in addition
a region of intermediate concentrationss0 , C1 # C #

C2d, which propagate at the same velocity (sharp portio
in the profile). Concentrations upstream and downstrea
5256
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FIG. 4. Typical experimental (left) and calculated (right
concentration profiles, plotted at regular time intervalsDt.
(a) M  1.1 , Mc , U  3.2, Dt  1 s; (b) M  5.8 . Mc ,
U  0.85 , Uc, Dt  40 s; (c) M  5.8, U  2.55 . Uc ,
Dt  30 s.

of this front spread as in case (a). In particular, the
exists a self-spreading tip ahead of the front. Case (c)
similar to case (b), except that the range of concentratio
of constant velocity extends down toC1  0: the time-
spreading tip at the leading edge of the profile in case (
has disappeared.

The existence of these different profile features su
gests that an analysis of the 2D profile may be useful
providing estimates of the critical valuesMc andUc, with-
out doing the complete 3D stability analysis. To do thi
we follow the recent approach of Yang and Yortsos (YY
[8]. YY addressed analytically the 2D problem of th
interface shape between two miscible fluids flowing b
tween two parallel plates, in the absence of buoyancy a
diffusion sPe! `d. In parallel flow, the velocity profile
is of the Haagen-Poiseuille type, from which the autho
derived a first-order hyperbolic equation involving th
flux function fMsCd. The solution to this equation leads
to self-similar concentration profiles [14] consisting eithe
of self-spreading ones, withysCd  f 0

MsCd [as in case
(a)], or a combination of self-spreading and iso-veloci
portions, denoted as shocks [as in case (b)]. Notably, Y
found that a shock appears only ifM $ 1.5. Here, we
extended these calculations by also introducing buoyan
This leads to a normalized flux function which depends o
both M andU. The right-hand-side plots of Fig. 4 show
profiles calculated using this approach, and correspond
to the experiments in the left of Fig. 4. ForM # 1.5 (a),
the calculated self-spreading profile is in good quantit
tive agreement with the experiments. ForM . 1.5 and
U smaller than a critical value (b), the calculated pro
file exhibits a shock betweenC1 and C2, traveling with
a normalized shock velocityVs. The calculations repro-
duce well the experimentally observed tiny tip betwee
C  0 andC1, which corresponds to a self-spreading b
havior. Furthermore, the normalized tip front velocity
Vt (the zero concentration velocity), derived from th
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calculations isVt  1.5U [8] and fits well the experi-
mental values. The theoretical analysis predicts that asU
increases, the shock velocityVs also increases, while at
the same time the extent of the small tip decreases a
ultimately vanishes at the critical flow rate correspondin
to Vs  Vt  1.5Uc. Thus,Uc determines the transition
between cases (b) and (c), and therefore, we believe,
onset of the 3D instability. From the analysis (the detai
of which will be presented in a separate publication), w
obtain the following analytical expression forUc:

Uc 
8M3

s2M 2 3d2s4M 2 3d
. (2)

This expression shows a critical viscosity ratioMc  1.5,
in better agreement with the experimental thresholdMc

than the valueMc  1 given by the ST analysis. The
predictions of Eq. (2) forUc are plotted as a full line
in Fig. 3. They are in generally good agreement wit
our data, although somewhat lower. We believe th
this slight deviation is due to the finite value of Pe in
our experiments. In other sets of experiments involvin
lower values of Pe (for example, Pe. 5 3 103), we
observed an increase of the critical velocity to value
above those reported here. We believe then that t
expression (2) forUcsMd, which formally applies to
Pe! `, is a theoretical lower bound to the experimenta
data. We emphasize again that the above approach d
not constitute a stability analysis, which still needs to b
done. However, the definition ofUc from our 2D analysis
provides information on the cause of the 3D instability
Indeed, consider the application of the above analysis
velocity values aboveUc. This would result in an abrupt
nose (shock) traveling at a velocityVs larger than 1.5U
(as also found in [8] in the absence of buoyancy). Th
velocity being larger than the maximum velocity existin
in the displaced fluid ahead of the tongue (recall th
the latter has a Poiseuille-type profile with maximum
centerline velocity 1.5U, in our notation) introduces a
vorticity, which would lead to recirculation at the tip of
the nose. We believe that this is the origin of the observ
interface instability, which then results in the expansion
the flow pattern in theW direction.

In conclusion, we have studied the downward miscib
displacement of one fluid by a lighter and less viscou
one in a Hele-Shaw cell using as control paramete
the viscosity ratio and the flow velocity. The latte
is sufficiently large to prevent significant mixing by
diffusion, and therefore the interface between the tw
fluids remains sharp and well defined. If either of th
control parameters is smaller than a critical value, the flo
pattern obtained is 2D and the shape of the interface is
tongue of the injected fluid spreading in the middle o
the gap of the cell. Above a threshold in both the flow
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velocity fUcsMdg and the viscosity ratiosMc . 1.5d, a 3D
pattern develops as a series of periodic fingers (withl .
5b) of a regular cross sections.5b 3 0.5bd. Simple
arguments based on the parallel flow analysis of Yan
and Yortsos [8] lead to an analytical description of the 2D
regime. Using this approach and an experimental profil
criterion (namely,Vs  1.5Uc) allows us to determine the
onset of instability, in agreement with the experiments.

The effect of the higher dimensionality of flow (3D vs
2D) on the critical thresholds for instability, as well as
the properties of the patterns obtained, is quite interestin
and should affect a broad class of processes which sha
the same mechanisms, such as solidification. How th
increase in dimensionality affects the pattern selectio
rule (which in 2D has attracted significant attention) is
also important and needs further study.

We are indebted to Professor M. Rabaud, Professo
Y. C. Yortsos, and to G. Trinchero and P. Watzky for
stimulating discussions.
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